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We study the fundamental limit on the localization precision for a subwavelength scatterer em-
bedded in a strongly scattering environment, using the external degrees of freedom provided by
wavefront shaping. For a weakly scattering target, the localization precision improves with the local
density of states at the target position. For a strongly scattering target, the localization precision
depends on the dressed polarizability that includes the back action of the environment. This nu-
merical study provides new insights for the control of the information content of scattered light by
wavefront shaping, with potential applications in sensing, imaging, and nanoscale engineering.

Localizing a small object in a complex scattering en-
vironment using wave scattering is a widespread prob-
lem in many fields, including material and life sciences.
For instance, in nanofabrication, it is essential to con-
trol the manufacturing of structured sample and notably
to localize defects in micro-electro-mechanical systems
(MEMS) [1], semiconductor chips [2, 3] or photonic crys-
tals [4]. In life sciences, studying the inner structure
of the cell implies the localization of nanoparticles or
fluorophores in scattering environments, for instance in
particle tracking experiments [5]. Multiple scattering of
acoustic waves or microwaves also complicates indoor lo-
calization of emitting or scattering devices [6, 7]. Yet,
for many applications, characterizing complex scattering
materials by solving the inverse problem is still possible
thanks to the large amount of prior information avail-
able to the observer through design considerations [8, 9].
For this class of problems, defining and maximizing the
information content of the data on a specific scattering
object is a critical step in order to reach the best possible
precision for imaging and metrology applications.

Estimation theory provides a definition of the preci-
sion in the estimation of a parameter (for example the
position of a target) through the Cramér-Rao inequal-
ity [10]. This inequality sets a lower bound to the vari-
ance of the estimated value of the parameter, known as
the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB). This bound de-
pends on different features of the physical model, includ-
ing the statistics of the measurement noise, the intrinsic
properties of the scattering medium as well as the illu-
mination/detection scheme. This theoretical limit has
found useful applications in the design of optical imag-
ing setups, for instance in the context of dynamic single-
molecule measurements [11], diffuse optical imaging [12]
or lifetime measurements [13, 14]. The CRLB has also
been proposed to define the resolution of an imaging sys-
tem [15, 16]. Furthermore, the concept is widely used to
assess the localization precision in super-resolution imag-
ing techniques based on single-molecule detection [17–
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19]. Recently, the idea arose that the localization preci-
sion of single molecules could be improved by spatially
modulating either the incident or the emitted field to
minimize the CRLB [20, 21]. In parallel, advanced wave-
front protocols were developed to control wave propaga-
tion in strongly scattering media [22], notably enabling
the focusing of light waves inside materials [23–28]. It is
plausible that the localization precision for a hidden tar-
get can be improved by focusing light upon it, however
this situation has not been rigorously analyzed so far.

In this Letter, we address this question by studying
the fundamental limit in the precision on the localiza-
tion of a subwavelength scatterer enclosed in a strongly
scattering medium. We find out that the local envi-
ronment of the target strongly influences the resulting
localization precision. For a weakly scattering target
(that is, when recurrent scattering between the target
and the environment can be neglected), the key param-
eter driving the localization precision is the local den-
sity of states (LDOS), which is a fundamental quantity
affecting many aspects of light-matter interaction such
as spontaneous emission and thermal emission [29, 30].
For a strongly scattering target, the localization precision
depends on the dressed polarizability of the scatterer,
which describes the back action of the environment be-
yond the weak-coupling regime [31]. These results offer
new insights to improve the performances of imaging and
metrology techniques using wavefront shaping.

We consider a model system composed of two-
dimensional scatterers arranged in a slab geometry, as
represented in Fig. 1. One scatterer, located in the cen-
ter of the system, is chosen as the target to be local-
ized. The other scatterers, with random positions, define
a complex scattering medium. In this way, we can inves-
tigate universal properties of the localization precision
of the target, without being influenced by features spe-
cific to a given scattering nanostructure. This model of
a scattering medium has been used for the description of
basic problems in mesoscopic physics [32, 33], up to the
regime of Anderson localization [34, 35]. It is similar to
that used in Ref. [36] to study the inverse reconstruction
of the position of fluorophores. In order to constrain the
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problem, we assume that only the position r0 = (x0, z0)
of the target is unknown. The goal is then to estimate the
two coordinates of the target using coherent illumination
at a wavelength λ = 2π/k, where k is the wavenum-
ber in vacuum. We further assume that the incident
field is either a plane wave or a sum of plane waves with
equal amplitude and different incidence angles, as gener-
ated in practice by a phase-only spatial light modulator
(SLM). The response of the subwavelength scatterers is
described by an electric polarizability α and a scattering
cross-section σs = k3|α|2/4. We denote the polarizability
of the target by α0, and take its scattering cross-section
to be λ/1000, ensuring that this scatterer is weakly cou-
pled to its environment. We take the polarizability of the
other scatterers at resonance (α = 4i/k2), which is not
an essential feature of the model but allows to maximize
their scattering cross-sections, and therefore to minimize
the number of scatterers needed to reach the multiple-
scattering regime. In order to compute the scattered
field, we use the coupled dipole method (see Supplemen-
tary Section I). This method is an exact formulation of
the scattering problem in the limit of scatterers much
smaller than the wavelength [37]. Finally, we suppose
that the light is collected by an ideal imaging system
of unitary magnification, which images the output plane
z = Lz. The average (or expected) pixel intensity as
measured by a camera located in the image plane can
be calculated by applying a low-pass filter to the field
evaluated at z = Lz.

Spatial light 
modulator

Camera

Target

z
x

FIG. 1. Representation of a slab composed by several dipole
scatterers and illuminated by a SLM. In all simulations, the
thickness of the system is set to Lz = 10λ, and the transverse
dimension is set to Lx = 50λ.

Any measurement process is intrinsically probabilistic
due to noise fluctuations that limit the precision on the
determination of the position of the target in otherwise
perfect conditions. Thus, the measured data must be
described by a random variable X. The joint probability
density function p(X;θ) of the data set, parameterized
by the set of unknown parameters θ to be estimated, is
used to define the Fisher information matrix [10]

[F(θ)]jk =

〈[
∂ ln p(X;θ)

∂θj

] [
∂ ln p(X;θ)

∂θk

]〉
. (1)

Here 〈 . . . 〉 denotes the average over noise fluctuations.
While any noise statistics can be included in the formal-
ism, we assume here that values measured on different

pixels of the camera are statistically independent and
follow a Poisson distribution, which corresponds to an
experiment limited only by photon noise. The informa-
tion matrix is then expressed by

[F(θ)]jk =

N∑
i=1

1

Ii

(
∂Ii
∂θj

)(
∂Ii
∂θk

)
, (2)

whereN is the total number of pixels and Ii is the average
value of the intensity measured by the i-th pixel. From
Eq. (2), we can compute the CRLB, which bounds the
error in the determination of the parameter θj , by

Cj =
[
F−1(θ)

]
jj
. (3)

While there exists no general methodology to build an
efficient estimation algorithm that reaches the CRLB,
maximum likelihood estimation is the most popular ap-
proach to obtain practical estimators that are asymptot-
ically efficient [10]. Moreover, it is possible to obtain an
explicit expression of such estimator, in the limit of small
parameter variations and for a large number of detected
photons (see Supplementary Section II). This estimator
may be used to estimate the position of the target even
when the positions of the scatterers that constitute the
scattering environment are known with some uncertain-
ties (see Supplementary Section III).

The CRLB can be evaluated in our model system by
computing the average value of the intensity reaching the
camera pixels using the coupled dipole method, and by
evaluating the derivatives in Eq. (2) using a finite differ-
ence scheme. As only the coordinates of the target need
to be estimated, we define C = (Cx, Cz) where Cx and Cz
are the CRLB on each coordinate. For the calculations,
we choose λ = 633 nm and an average incident intensity
I0 = 104 photons per µm. One can then easily deduce
the CRLB for other values of λ and I0 by noting that
the CRLB scales with λ and with I

−1/2
0 . In order to

study the influence of multiple scattering on the preci-
sion in the estimation of the target position, we generate
different random configurations of the medium that we
illuminate with a plane wave at normal incidence, and
we study the statistical distribution of the Cramér-Rao
bound, with the statistics now performed with respect
to disorder. Changing the density of scatterers ρs allows
us to modify the independent scattering (or Boltzmann)
mean free path ` = (ρsσs)

−1 [38]. In Fig. 2 we show the
first two moments of the CRLB distribution as a function
of k`. In the single-scattering regime (` & Lz), the aver-
age CRLB depends on the coordinate to be estimated (x0
or z0), as expected for one isolated scatterer. In contrast,
for ` < Lz, the average CRLB is the same for both coor-
dinates due to multiple scattering that restores isotropy.
In this regime, the probability distribution of the CRLB
follows a log-normal distribution (see Supplementary Sec-
tion IV), whose moments strongly depend on the scat-
tering mean free path. We also observe that the average
CRLB shows a minimum in this regime, demonstrating
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that on average multiple scattering improves the local-
ization precision. Finally, when the localization length
becomes on the order of the size of the medium, the
CRLB strongly increases due to the onset of Anderson
localization which suppresses light transmission [39] (we
use ζ = ` exp(πk`/2) as a rough approximation of the
localization length [40]).

FIG. 2. CRLB as a function of the normalized scattering
mean free path k` for plane-wave illumination. Dotted lines
correspond to ` = Lz (defining the transition to the multiple-
scattering regime) and dashed lines correspond to ζ = Lz

(defining the onset of Anderson localization). Each point rep-
resent the geometric mean over 1000 configurations of the dis-
ordered medium, and error bars represent 1-sigma intervals.
The inset shows the same data on a smaller scale.

The CRLB provides a figure of merit that can be op-
timized using the external degrees of freedom provided
by wavefront shaping. In order to test the optimization
of information in the presence of multiple scattering, we
generate 1000 configurations of the medium in the dif-
fusive regime (k` = 9.7, optical thickness Lz/` = 6.5),
assumed to be illuminated using a phase-only SLM com-
posed of Ne = 64 elements. We then minimize the CRLB
using a global optimization algorithm based on simulated
annealing [41]. The optimized field distribution weakly
depends on the initial guess fed to the optimization al-
gorithm (see Supplementary Section V), which suggests
that the obtained solutions are close to the global opti-
mum. We show in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) the intensity around
the target for a scattering medium illuminated by inci-
dent fields independently optimized for the determina-
tion of x0 and z0, respectively. The incident wavefront
associated with the highest information content depends
on the coordinate to be estimated, with the appearance
of intensity hot spots in the vicinity of the target. We
interpret the formation of these hot spots as a trade-off
between maximization of the intensity and of the field
gradient at the target position. Comparing the intensity
I at the target position when optimizing the CRLB to
the intensity Imax obtained after a direct optimization of
the intensity on the target, we observe that the intensity
ratio I/Imax varies from zero to one [Fig. 3 (c)]. This
confirms that determining the most informative wave-
front cannot be reduced to a simple optimization of the

intensity at the position of the targeted scatterer. Intro-
ducing a single CRLB associated with the estimation of
both coordinates Cxz = ‖C‖2, we observe that optimizing
the CRLB is still different from optimizing the intensity
at the target position, even though the distribution be-
comes more skewed towards unity.

FIG. 3. Intensity I/I0 around the target for a scattering
medium illuminated by a wavefront optimized for (a) the
transverse coordinate x0 and (b) the longitudinal coordinate
z0. (c) Histogram of the intensity ratio I/Imax at the tar-
get position when optimizing for x0, z0 and both coordinates
simultaneously.

In the shot-noise limit, the CRLB scales with the re-
ciprocal of the square root of the signal intensity [42].
The signal originates from the induced dipole d in the
target, and the power transferred from the dipole to the
electromagnetic field is proportional to |d|2. Thus, on
average, we can expect the CRLB to scale with |d|−1.
The induced dipole can be expressed as the sum of an
excitation by the external local field, and a contribution
resulting from back action by the environment. This can
be written as [31]

d = α0ε0Eexc(r0) + α0k
2S(r0, r0)d , (4)

where S = G − G0 is the difference between the Green
function in the presence of the medium and the free-space
Green function, and Eexc(r0) is the excitation field at the
target position, generated by scattering of the incident
field by the other scatterers. From Eq. (4), we can define
a dressed polarizability α̃ = α0[1−α0k

2S(r0, r0)]−1 such
that

d = α̃ ε0Eexc(r0) . (5)

For a weakly scattering target, back action from the
medium is negligible and we can write α̃ ≈ α0. In this
regime, the induced dipole depends mainly on the inten-
sity of the excitation field at the target position. Since,
on average, the intensity at a given position scales with
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the LDOS (see Supplementary Section VI), we can ex-
pect the CRLB to scale with the reciprocal of the square
root of the LDOS at the target position. To prove
this assertion, we remove the target and calculate the
LDOS ρ(r0) = 2k/(πc) Im [G(r0, r0)] at the target posi-
tion. Introducing the free-space LDOS ρ0, the normal-
ized LDOS at the target position is then expressed by
ρ(r0)/ρ0 = 1 + 4 Im [S(r0, r0)]. The normalized LDOS
can be calculated numerically with the coupled dipole
method, using a dipole source located at r0. We clearly
observe a negative correlation between the LDOS at the
target position and the CRLB, as confirmed by calculat-
ing ρ/ρ0 and Cx for 1000 configurations (Fig. 4). This
negative correlation demonstrates that the localization
precision of a weak scatterer improves with the LDOS
at its position. The correlation is stronger in the opti-
mized case, with a logarithmic correlation coefficient of
−0.62 as compared to a coefficient of −0.45 for the non-
optimized case. Indeed, in the optimized case, the disper-
sion of Cx is mostly due to the intrinsic electromagnetic
eigenmodes of the system, while the random excitation
of theses modes also contributes to the dispersion of Cx
for the non-optimized case. Fitting a power law to nu-
merical observations shows that the CRLB scales with
ρ−1/2, which is the expected statistical scaling of error
associated to the shot-noise limit.

FIG. 4. Left: CRLB as a function of the normalized LDOS.
The black line is a fit to the optimized data by a power law
with an exponent of −1/2 (a linear regression gives an expo-
nent of −0.49). Right: observed distribution of the CRLB.
Log-normal distributions (solid lines) are fitted to numerical
observations (data points).

For a strongly scattering target that recurrently scat-
ters the field, the interaction between the target and its
environment has to be treated beyond the weak-coupling
approximation. To investigate this regime, we set the po-
larizability of the target on resonance (α0 = 4i/k2). The
induced dipole depends on the dressed polarizability α̃,
which now exhibits a pole for α0k

2S(r0, r0) = 1. As a
result, we can expect the intensity scattered by the tar-
get to scale with |α̃|2 and the CRLB to scale with |α̃|−1.
This is confirmed by calculating |α̃/α0|2 and Cx for 1000
configurations, as shown in Fig. 5. Indeed, we observe
that the numerical results can roughly be modeled with

a power law of exponent −1/2. As in the case of a weakly
scattering target, we also observe that the correlation is
stronger in the optimized case, with a logarithmic corre-
lation coefficient of −0.71 as compared to a coefficient of
−0.48 for the non-optimized case.

FIG. 5. Left: CRLB for a strongly scattering target as a func-
tion of the normalized effective scattering strength |α̃/α0|2.
The black line is a fit to the optimized data by a power law
with an exponent of −1/2 (a linear regression gives an expo-
nent of −0.36). Right: observed distribution of the CRLB.
Log-normal distributions (solid lines) are fitted to numerical
observations (data points).

In summary, we have introduced a rigorous framework
to study the precision of localization measurements for
a subwavelength scatterer in a complex medium. Using
estimation theory and the concept of CRLB, we have de-
termined the conditions under which the localization of
a dipole scatterer can be optimized, using the degrees of
freedom offered by wavefront shaping. We have demon-
strated that optimizing the CRLB for the determination
of the target coordinates is not equivalent to focusing on
the target. Yet, on average, the CRLB is lower for higher
intensities at the dipole position. For a weakly scattering
target, we have shown that the lower bound on the local-
ization precision depends on the LDOS at the target po-
sition. In contrast, the localization precision is driven by
the dressed polarizability when recurrent scattering is sig-
nificant. The general approach, based on the minimiza-
tion of the CRLB, can be easily adapted to any method
based on electromagnetic simulation. Moreover, optimal
wavefronts could also be experimentally identified in un-
known scattering media by physically modulating the po-
sition of the target, for instance using ultrasound-based
techniques [43, 44]. We envision that our work could
have important applications in computational imaging.
First, it allows one to optimize the incident field, and/or
the scattering material, to improve the estimation preci-
sion for a specific set of parameters. Second, it provides
a theoretical benchmark that can be used to assess the
performance of estimation algorithms, and notably algo-
rithms based on machine learning [45–47]. The study of
complex scattering systems with many non-orthogonal
parameters thus constitutes an exciting perspective for
our work. Finally, we emphasize that the results are not
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limited to light waves, and apply to all kinds of waves,
for instance to assess and optimize the localization pre-
cision of acoustic sources [48] or in microwave scattering
experiments [49].
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I. ELECTRODYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
BASED ON THE COUPLED DIPOLE METHOD

In this section, we describe the numerical approach
used to compute the average value of the intensity in the
image plane. The model system is a set of Ns infinite
cylinders, confined within an area of transverse dimen-
sion Lz = 10λ and with a larger longitudinal dimension
(Lx = 50λ) in order to minimize finite-size effects. A
small exclusion radius is defined around the scatterers
to prevent them from overlapping. The system is illumi-
nated by an incident field polarized along the longitudinal
axis of the cylinders. The scalar wave equation is then
solved using a numerical approach based on the coupled
dipole method [1], which is an exact formulation in the
limit of small cross-sections for the scatterers. Using this
model, the field E(rj) at the position of the j-th scatterer
is expressed by

E(rj) = E0(rj) + k2
Ns−1∑
n=0
n 6=j

G0(rj , rn)αnE(rn) , (S1)

where rn is the position of the n-th scatterer, E0(rn) is
the incident field at this position and αn is the polariz-
ability of the scatterer. For 2D systems, the free-space
Green function is [2]

G0(r, r′) =
i

4
H

(1)
0 (k|r− r′|) , (S2)

whereH(1)
0 is the Hankel function of the first kind of order

0. Equation (S1) defines a set of Ns linear equations that
are solved using standard computational routines. The
field at any position r can then be calculated using

E(r) = E0(r) + k2
Ns−1∑
n=0

G0(r, rn)αnE(rn) . (S3)

Finally, the intensity measured by the camera is calcu-
lated by applying a low-pass filter to the field evaluated
at z = Lz. Low-pass filtering of the field is performed by
convolving it with the product of the cardinal sine func-
tion and a Blackman window. In this way, we filter the
frequencies higher than Kmax = kNA with a transition

bandwidth that we set to be on the order of Kmax/10.
The numerical aperture of the detection objective is set
to NA = 1 in the simulations. Assuming that the imaging
system has a unitary magnification and choosing a small
pixel dimension (∆x = λ/10), the average value for the
i-th pixel of the camera simply reads Ii ' ∆x|Ei|2 where
Ei is the value of the filtered field at the i-th sampling
point.

II. MINIMUM VARIANCE UNBIASED
ESTIMATOR FOR THE LINEAR MODEL

In this section, we show that we can obtain an ex-
plicit expression for an unbiased estimator that reaches
the CRLB, in the limit of small parameter variations and
for a large number of detected photons. Let us assume
that the measured data X can be described by a linear
model such as

X = I + Jd + w , (S4)

where we introduced the intensity vector I =
(I1(θ0), . . . , IN (θ0))T, the displacement vector d =
(∆θ1, . . . ,∆θK)T, the noise vector w and the Jacobian
matrix J expressed by

J =


∂I1/∂θ1 ∂I1/∂θ2 · · · ∂I1/∂θK
∂I2/∂θ1 ∂I2/∂θ2 · · · ∂I2/∂θK

...
...

. . .
...

∂IN/∂θ1 ∂IN/∂θ2 · · · ∂IN/∂θK

 . (S5)

We assume that the intensity vector I and the Jacobian
matrix J are known. In practice, this can be achieved
with a calibration step, which consists of measuring the
intensity and its derivative at θ0. Moreover, we assume
that the noise vector w follows a normal distribution
N (0,C), where C is the covariance matrix. The nor-
mal distribution is indeed a good approximation of the
Poisson distribution for a large number of detected pho-
tons. Only diagonal terms of the covariance matrix are
non-zero, as events detected by different pixels are sta-
tistically independent. Thus, the covariance matrix is
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expressed by

C =


I1(θ0) 0 · · · 0

0 I2(θ0) · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · IN (θ0)

 . (S6)

Under these assumptions, the minimum variance unbi-
ased estimator for d reaches the Cramér-Rao bound [3],
and is given by

d̂ =
(
JTC−1J

)−1
JTC−1 (X− I) . (S7)

This can be written in the following form:

d̂ = F−1(θ0)

N∑
i=1

∇θIi

[
Xi − Ii(θ0)

Ii(θ0)

]
, (S8)

where we introduced the Fisher information ma-
trix F(θ0) and the differential operator ∇θ =
(∂/∂θ1, . . . , ∂/∂θK)T. Finally, note that, since only max-
imum likelihood estimators can be unbiased and efficient,
then the estimator expressed by Eq. (S8) is necessarily
the maximum likelihood estimator.

III. INFLUENCE OF ERRORS ON THE
CONFIGURATION OF THE MEDIUM

In this section, we study the robustness of estimations
regarding random errors on the position of the dipoles
constituting the scattering environment. To this end,
we generate 1000 random configurations of the scatter-
ing environment, for three different optical thicknesses
(controlled by changing the number of scatterers in the
medium). For all calculations, we consider a wave-
length λ = 633 nm and an average incident intensity
I0 = 104 photons per µm. For each configuration, we de-
termine the optimized wavefront for the coordinate x0,
and we construct the estimator defined by Eq. (S8). We
then modify the position of all scatterers constituting the
scattering environment according to a Gaussian distribu-
tion of variance σ2

g, compute the transmitted intensity,
and add a random Poisson noise to this intensity. We
finally use these numerically-generated data to perform
estimations of x0 via the previously-constructed estima-
tor.

We show in Fig. S1 the (arithmetic) average standard
error on the estimates σest as a function of standard de-
viation of the structural noise σg in the single-scattering
regime (Lz/` = 0.80, dark blue points), in the moder-
ate multiple-scattering regime (Lz/` = 2.3, medium blue
points) as well as deeper in the multiple-scattering regime
(Lz/` = 6.5, light blue points). The influence of σg on
the average standard error on the estimates strongly de-
pends on the scattering strength of the environment. In-
deed, for the different cases numerically studied, adding
a structural noise with a standard error of 1 nm leads

to an average standard error on the estimates of 8.0 nm
(for Lz/` = 0.80), 15 nm (for Lz/` = 2.3) or 61 nm (for
Lz/` = 6.5).

FIG. S1. Average standard error on the estimates as a func-
tion of the standard derivation σg of the Gaussian noise ap-
plied to the dipoles constituting the scattering environment,
in the single-scattering regime (Lz/` = 0.80, top panel),
in the moderate multiple-scattering regime (Lz/` = 2.3,
middle panel) and deeper in the multiple-scattering regime
(Lz/` = 6.5, bottom panel). SN: shot noise, GSN: Gaussian
structural noise.

We can compare these values to the one obtained in the
shot-noise limit without structural noise (σg = 0). In the
case of optimized illumination, the average standard er-
ror is 3.5 nm (for Lz/` = 0.80), 3.7 nm (for Lz/` = 2.3),
and 5.4 nm (for Lz/` = 6.5). In contrast, plane-wave il-
luminations leads to an average standard error of 39 nm
(for Lz/` = 0.80), 39 nm (for Lz/` = 2.3) and 55 nm
(for Lz/` = 6.5). Thus, in the single-scattering regime
and in the moderate multiple-scattering regime, opti-
mized illumination with a structural noise of 1 nm leads
to a smaller error than plane-wave illumination with no
structural noise. This demonstrate that, with a prior
knowledge of the order of 1 nm as available with cur-
rent lithography techniques [6], studying and optimiz-
ing the estimation precision in the shot-noise limit can
be directly relevant to the control of manufactured sam-
ples, in the single-scattering regime and in the moderate
multiple-scattering regime. Only when stronger multi-
ple scattering occurs (for Lz/` = 6.5), it appears that
adding a structural noise of 1 nm degrades the standard
error on the estimates as much as using a plane wave in-
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stead of an optimized wavefront. Nevertheless, it must be
noted that the estimation precision could be further im-
proved by building an estimator that takes into account
the incompleteness of the prior knowledge available on
the scattering environment, instead of using an estima-
tor based on incorrect prior knowledge.

IV. LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE
CRAMÉR-RAO LOWER BOUND

In this section, we show that the CRLB follows a log-
normal distribution in the multiple-scattering regime. In-
deed, the probability density function followed by the
CRLB is correctly fitted by a log-normal distribution
for a wide range of scattering mean free path in the
multiple scattering regime (Fig. S2), thereby justifying
to calculate the geometric moments of the distributions
rather than the arithmetic ones. As mentioned in the
manuscript, decreasing k` leads to a broadening of the
density function, as well as an increase of the average
CRLB.

FIG. S2. Probability density functions followed by the CRLB
on the coordinate x0 (data points) and z0 (crosses) for differ-
ent values of the normalized mean free path. Solid lines are
log-normal fits to the data.

V. CONVERGENCE OF THE OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHM

In this section, we show that the values of the opti-
mized CRLB weakly depend on the initial guess fed to
the optimization algorithm, and that the optimized field
distributions are strongly correlated. The algorithm that
we implemented is based on simulated annealing, which is
an adaptation of the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm for
approximating the global optimum of a cost function [4].
The initial guess for the phases of the Ne elements of the
SLM is randomly chosen, and the CRLB is iteratively
optimized using approximately 700×Ne function evalua-
tions. At the end of each optimization, we systematically

perform a final optimization step using a limited-memory
BFGS algorithm [5].

In order to test the performance of the algorithm, we
use the configuration displayed in the manuscript, in the
diffusive regime (k` = 9.7). We successively minimize Cx
and Cz using 64 SLM elements, and we repeat this op-
timization procedure for 100 randomly generated initial
guesses of the input phases. We can assess the dispersion
of the resulting distributions (Fig. S3, upper panels) us-
ing the 1-sigma interval defined as [µg/σg ; µgσg] where
µg and σg are respectively the geometric mean and stan-
dard deviation of the distribution. The 1-sigma intervals
are [5.638 nm ; 5.646 nm] for the optimization of Cx and
[3.646 nm ; 3.651 nm] for the optimization of Cz. The dis-
persion of these distributions is small as compared to
the dispersion of the distribution observed when opti-
mizing the CRLB for each coordinate over 1000 different
random configurations, with a 1-sigma interval equal to
[3.412 nm ; 8.425 nm].

FIG. S3. Field correlation coefficient as a function of the
optimized value of the CRLB for x0 (left panel) and z0 (right
panel). The histograms show the distribution of the optimal
value found by the optimization algorithm for 100 different
initial guesses. For clarity, three outilers are not shown in the
distribution of Cz. The CRLB for these outliers is 3.678 nm,
3.709 nm and 3.738 nm.

In order to determine to what extent the optical modes
that are excited are the same for the different solutions,
we take the best solution or each coordinate as a reference
and we calculate the amplitude of the correlation coeffi-
cient for the optimized fields at z = Lz (Fig. S3, bottom
panels). The fields associated with the lowest CRLB are
highly correlated with the reference field, with a corre-
lation coefficient close to unity. Note that the step-like
behavior of the correlation coefficient reflects the possi-
bility for the algorithm to get trapped into a few local op-
tima. Nevertheless, we can see that all the solutions are
strongly correlated with the reference field, with a cor-
relation coefficient of at least 0.96. This indicates that,
regardless of the initial guess, the optimization algorithm
converges towards similar fields distributions.
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VI. AVERAGE INTENSITY ENHANCEMENT
AT THE TARGET POSITION

When optimizing Ne = 64 elements, we showed in the
manuscript that the CRLB scales with ρ−1/2. This is
explained by an enhancement of the excitation intensity
Iexc = |Eexc(r0)|2 at the target position for large LDOS.
Indeed, we show in Fig. S4 that the average intensity
enhancement at the position of the target scales with
the LDOS. Thus, for shot-noise limited measurements,
the elements of the Fisher information matrix also scale
with the LDOS, explaining the ρ−1/2 dependence of the
CRLB.

FIG. S4. Enhancement of the excitation intensity at the po-
sition of the target as a function of the normalized LDOS for
k` = 9.7 when optimizing 64 SLM elements. The black line is
a fit to the optimized data by a power law, with an exponent
equal to 1.
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